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those guys in the just-purchased collar, they just put a purchase order in. you can see that theres an
order to sell at $270.50. so if those guys, were to buy at $270.50, we can confirm that thats where
the order to buy at that price was placed. so thats got everything locked up, i can close all the trades
i had open. what i like to do in the afternoon, i like to clean up any positions that have some extra
profit or some extra loss. ill come back tomorrow, i hope, with some more ideas and hopefully we
can keep on growing this account. if you guys werent here, you can check out our instagram at
instagram.com/warriortrading. and you can always check our facebook as well. facebook. thats it. all
right. well, ill have some more ideas tomorrow. we were pretty successful today. we were good
today, so definitely keep an eye out. we have a nice couple of options right now, we got a couple of
ones that expire tomorrow. so let me show you guys what we have up. that was a profitable trade,
my hand hurt after the trade. in the next segment, i'm going to talk to you about my trading
psychology. were going to talk about how to trade from a positive perspective. so, here is a message
from isaac oviatt. he is the creator of the inner circle, readers there. so, enjoy. im going to talk to you
a little bit about day trading. oh yeah, i dont actually trade day by day, but i do trade using the 2x2
rule. how is that, isaac? so, day trading consists of getting into a position that you can get out of
before the market closes on the next trading day. by trading the next day, you would essentially be
covering your positions with a completely new set of pricing data. for example, if i were to short
gold, i would short the next day. gold closed out at $1,600. i would have shorted it at $1,600 for
$100. if i was correct and gold closed at $1,600 for the next day and was able to buy back in at that
$1,600 price point for $100, i would have made a $200 profit on a $100 position. but there is a
problem. for that to happen, i have to be in a position to purchase it at $1,600, which would require
up-front capital.
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you can learn a lot about trading from reading the research of others. if you know how traders
generally do, then you will know what you can and cannot do yourself. you can learn to become a
better day trader by reading and asking questions of other traders. i did put on 2 of the 4 trades i

wanted to put on the day i got them. it didnt work out for me. i made money on the first trade. i lost
the second trade. i made money on the third trade. i didnt make money on the fourth trade. i have a
feeling i could have made more money on the other 2 trades if i hadnt been so greedy and just let

them run. all i know is that i was right on my trade of the day. i think that in the longer term i would
have made more money if i hadnt put on so many trades that i had to cut back on my other trades.
but that is just a gut feeling. i dont know what i can do about it. i dont even know what i want to do
about it. i dont even know if its the trades i did the previous day that caused my loss on the second
trade. i just know i was right on the first trade and i wasnt wrong on the third trade. it is just a tough

thing to deal with.if you know more about how traders do, then you will know what you can and
cannot do yourself. you can learn to become a better day trader by reading and asking questions of
other traders. is trading binary options illegal? there are no restrictions on trading binary options in

the united states. the only regulation in the us is that traders must be aware of the risks and
potential outcomes of trading binary options. all trading platforms will provide you with information
about the risks and potential outcomes of trading binary options. just be sure you understand the

risks and potential outcomes before you begin trading. 5ec8ef588b
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